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Abstract 

Many people still confuse and misunderstand the differences between auction types. 

In fact, we have only two major types of auctions which are forward auction and 

reverse auction [22]. In a forward auction a single seller offers an item to sale with 

many competitive buyers driving the price upward. In a Reverse Auction, a single 

buyer wants to purchase a service or an item from many sellers, they drive the price 

downward. There are many differences between these types of auctions. Including 

the progress of the auctions, winner selection criterion and other factors. 

The Reverse Auction nowadays is one of the most preferred types of online 

auctions. It gains popularity rapidly because of representing the buyers’ side and 

helps him to drive prices down in contrary with forward auction or traditional 

auction.  

The aim of this study is to identify the most common types of the reverse auctions 

and compare them to one another to determine when they should be used by a buyer 

and propose the most efficient implementation model for some types.  

The results of this study are: achieve a written report and a small demonstrator 

model on how to implement English auction and second-sealed bid auction.  
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1. Introduction 
Introduction chapter consist of two parts. The first part is a background 

section which presented the chosen topic and followed by the problem 

formulation.   

1.1 Background 

Forward/traditional auction has been known for a long time for being held 

directly in an open place with many competitive bidders to buy an item(s) or 

service(s). Nowadays the most common types of auctions are online auctions. 

The online/electronic auction definition is “a service in which auction users 

or participants sell or bid for products or services via the Internet. Virtual 

auctions facilitate online activities between buyers and sellers in different 

locations or geographical areas. Various auction sites provide users with 

platforms powered by different types of auction software” [21]. The auction 

theory is a part from a game theory because it is considered as a part of a 

mathematical game theory. The bidders represent players and auction types 

represent game strategies [20]. However, how is the auction related to the 

game theory? The auction is a part from a model of incomplete information 

in game theory. The players do not have full knowledge of the game decision 

and when it is being played for instance we have a multiple of competitive 

companies. A firm knows their cost but they do not know the cost of other 

companies.  Buyers prefer the electronic auction because it takes a shorter 

period of time compared to the traditional auction. As well as cost reduction 

and provide a broader suppliers base. According to the new study that was 

conducted by the Maryland’s university shows that buyers on eBay save 

billions of dollars each year on online auction bidding [23]. The e- auction 

has two categorizes - forward and reverse auctions. The forward auction is an 

auction which takes place on the internet marketplace with one seller to sell 

his/her service or commodities to many competitive buyers [2] and the price 

is driven upward. The Reverse auction is working in contrary to forward 

auction; it has pre-qualified competitive sellers to sell services or goods to 

one buyer. During auction time the suppliers lower their prices to compete 

with each other in order to win the contract business. The major differences 

between the forward auction and the reverse auction are summarized below. 
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Forward Auction Reverse Auction 

Single seller with multiple buyers. Single buyer with multiple sellers. 

The price is driven upward. The price is driven downward. 

The winner pays typically highest 

price. 

Buyer pays in typically lowest price. 

Bid is binding for the buyers. 

 

Bid is not binding for the buyers. 

                         Table 1: The differences between Forward auction and Reverse Auction.  

 

Picture 1 

The best benefit behind using the reverse auction is cost reduction. In 2008 

Anna Linne was an American retailer who began to use the reverse auction to 

save 50,000 dollars a year on purchasing some blankets instead the company 

got to save 250,000 dollars instead [24]. Another benefit is the reverse 

auction, it provides a broader suppliers base which can be held overseas. At 

some point the traditional auction firms were limited to a specific geographic 

area but now with the help of the internet it allows many companies to 

compete online. Furthermore, the reverse auction is much faster than the 

traditional auction, it has helped improve the procurement process. Before 

preparing for an auction took time between six to eight weeks but now the 
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whole process is completed between three to eight hours [5]. Increasing the 

business market efficiently by bringing the buyer and supplier together to a 

virtual environment. 

1.2  Problem 

Reverse auction became a new phoneme in 1995, many companies aimed to 

improve and expand their business. Saving time and better revenue are 

renowned attributes which are represented by a reverse auction. 

One of the significant decisions companies will need which format reverse 

auctions will work best for their business. Buyers need to have full 

knowledge about each type and understand the differences between them to 

avoid the failure of selecting a wrong format. It appears there is a lack of 

information about reverse auction types. Buyers need more information about 

each model with pros and cons to decide which type meet their business 

requirements. According to a survey made by (E&I Consulting Group: 2013 

Reverse Auction). They show 55% of all who participated in a reverse 

auction were not satisfied from the final outcome. Reducing the failure of 

selecting the wrong model by buyers should be explored and investigated in 

this field.   

1.3  Motivation  

Reverse auction has allured many purchaser companies to start using it in 

order to maximize their revenue, saving time and broader suppliers base. 

Before proceeding to any kind of reverse auction, it is very important to 

understand why it is being implemented and how it works. This is an 

essential arrangement before starting any type of reverse auction. Simply 

running a reverse auction program without adequate information about it may 

lead to failure for the Purchaser Company.  In this study I want to provide the 

buyer a simple comparison between all common models of reverse auction 

and simulate how it works from buyer perspective.  

1.4 Objective  

 Find all common type of reverse auction. 

 Establish a comparison between these types. 

 Build and implement –English auction and second sealed bid auction- 

small prototypes to test how it works from a buyer’s perspective. 

1.5 Scope/Limitation  

In this thesis, I have compiled information about the Reverse auction. I found 

that collecting information proved to be a challenge. Most of the information 

I accumulated was vague and general. The other limitation is to run a 

complete client –server program to simulate how reverse auction is working 

from a buyer’s perspective.  
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Literature Review  
 

2. Reverse Auction 

2.1 Introduction:  

We are living in an era of new technology. Many systems gradually shifted 

from paper work and traditional methods to digitalization.  

Auctions have been around for a long time dating back to the Babylon era. 

Today’s new technology has made everything easier. Just a few clicks away 

we can participate in any online auction and buy goods or services from 

anywhere in the world. With this evolution we can control and decide the 

price of commodities we can pay for which is known as a reverse auction.  

The reverse auction has been a helpful tool for a purchase organization to 

arrive at the best available price from competing suppliers. 

2.2 Definition of Reverse Auction 

In the Business Dictionary site, the 

reverse auction defines as “Type of 

auction in which several sellers 

offer their items for bidding; and 

compete for the price which a 

buyer will accept. The buyer 

usually has the option to accept any 

bid or reject all ”[25] another 

definition of  the reverse auction is 

an online service between a 

purchasing organization and 

several suppliers where the sellers 

compete to win the business and 

prices will decrease each time the 

seller sets a new bid.  

In general, the reverse auction is 

referred to as an electronic auction, 

online auction, and e-auction. 

The Reverse auction is a 

procurement tool and is used in 

business to business, business to 

consumer or consumer to 

consumer. 

Picture 2 [38] 
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2.2.1 Reverse Auction process 

 A Buyer is interested in a product that is offered by many suppliers.  

 The buyer decides which type of reverse auction software will use and fill 

online information about his/her product specification. 

 Send invitations to all interested suppliers for involvement in an auction. 

 Run reverse auction software. 

 The suppliers are competed to win the contract. 

 The buyer selects the winner’s bid depending on the Reverse auction 

rules. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 3 [39] 
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2.3 Types of Reverse Auctions models 

 

The Reverse auction has two types of formats; they can be either open or a 

sealed-bid format [5]. Most Reverse auction types are open bid format where 

the bidding is not hidden and all suppliers have some knowledge of value 

regarding other bids. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 4  
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2.4 Reverse Dutch auction: 

 

Definition: The Reverse Dutch auction is defined as”An auction that has 

one buyer and many sellers; the auction raises the price from a low 

starting point until bidder agrees to sell at the stated price” [9]. 

 

Overview: 
Dutch auction is a type of open auction which includes one buyer and 

multiple competing suppliers. The Auction starts with a very low sales 

price and then the price of the item is raised with constant interval time 

until it has reached the reserve price. During this time if the supplier 

places a bid the item is awarded to him as shown in example 1.  In the 

case the reserved price is not met the auction will be concluded. [9][10]. It 

is possible multiple bidders can win the business contract successive in 

case the buyer’s demanded quantities are not covered by one supplier [11] 

as shown in example 2. Single or multiple items can be sold in this type of 

auction [28]. 

 

Example 1: X buyer wants to buy 30 items, reserve price is $200, price 

change $10 every 4 minutes, start price is 20. 

1- The first supplier A offered 30 items for $100 after 32 minutes. The 

auction is terminated. 

Explanation: The winner is supplier A because he/she offered all 30 items. 

 

Example 2: A buyer wants to buy 15 items of specific products, reserve 

price $200, price change $5; price change time is 3 minutes, starting price 

$40. 

 

No supplier bids after 3 minutes the price is increased $45. 

 

1- The first Supplier A offered 6 for $50 after 9 minutes.  The auction is 

not terminated because the buyer wants to obtain 9 items more.  

2- The second Supplier B offered 4 for $60 after 15 minutes. The buyer 

still wants 5 more items. 

3- The third Supplier C offered 5 for $70 after 21 minutes. The auction is 

terminated because all demanded quantities are covered. 

  

 Explanation: The Buyer is interested in 15 items therefore he would buy 

from: 

(Supplier A) + (Supplier B) + (Supplier C). 
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  Advantage: 
 The duration of a Reverse Dutch Auction is shorter than other types 

of reverse auctions because the first vendor places a bid is considered 

the winner. 

 A buyer has a chance to purchase from several suppliers. 

 A contract business can be refused if the buyer has received partial 

quantity of items [37]. 

 

Disadvantage: 
 If the reserve price was very low it may not encourage suppliers to 

place a bid. 

 The price of identical items is varied from reverse Dutch auction to 

another. 
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2.5 Reverse Japanese Auction 
 
Definition: In this kind of auction the price decreases automatically. After 

each bid the suppliers must accept the bid price to remain in the auction at the 

current price. The auction will end when only one supplier remains [8]. 

 

 

 

 

Overview: 
Japanese Reverse auction is a type of open auction. The price of the items are 

driven downward automatically with fixed intervals. The buyer can set a 

specific requirement, for instance, the decrement value, starting price.  

Suppliers who did not submit their bid is excluded from the auction 

automatically. The business contract is awarded to the supplier who remains 

to the end of the auction. 

 

 
Example: 
 The buyer would purchase an item; opening bid is $30; decrement amount 

value is $5; Time interval to decrement is two minutes. Start price $30 

supplier A exits while Supplier B, C, D stay. 

 After two minutes price became $25 supplier B and C exit but supplier D     

stays. The winner is supplier D and he or she sells the item for $25 [17]. 

 

Advantage: 
 Gives the buyer a clear idea on how much to offer the market to sell a 

particular product. 

 Simplicity: The bidders do not have to come up with a bid value by 

themselves. They only have to make a decision if they accept the 

price [16]. 

 

Disadvantage:  
 Reverse Japanese auction is only appropriate with a small amount of 

suppliers, no more than 8 suppliers. Moreover, Japanese auction 

works hard with online Auction, any supplier loss of connection or 

failure occurs during the auction time can cause the termination of the 

supplier from continuing in the auction [27].   
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2.6 Reverse Yankee Auction 
 

Definition: A Yankee auction is comparable to a Dutch auction. They both 

were designed to sell multiple quantities of an identical item [8]. The 

separating factor between a Dutch and a Yankee auction, is that in a Yankee 

auction the buyer takes lowest bid [8]. 

 

 
Overview:  
In this type of auction all bidders must submit their bid price and quantity 

each time.  The bidders have an option to decrease their bid price or increase 

the bid quantity or both (document corrigendum for KFCSC Sugar RFP 

2015). Any   invalid bid will be rejected by system.  At the end of the auction 

the buyer chooses successively the lowest bid prices to fill his or her demand 

for items.  

 

 

Example: 

A buyer wants to purchase X items with the starting price of $100, end time 

is 9:30. 

Supplier A at time 9:00 offered 50 items for $100. 

Supplier B at time 9:12 offered 45 items for $95. 

Supplier C at time 9:20 offered 43 items for $80. 

Supplier A at time 9:25 offered 40 items for $75. 

Auction at time 9:30 is terminated 

The buyer would buy X items from supplier A and supplier C. 

 
Advantage: 

 The purchaser is allowed to buy more than one unit in a Dutch auction 

[19]. 

 A ranked bid which means the bidder has the ability to see their 

position for each lot; it promotes more bidders to compete between 

each other.  

Disadvantage: 
 The seller is not awarded the contract business if the bid price is over 

the reserve price.  

 Yankee Auction has suffered from the effect of a deadline due to 

suppliers waiting till the very last moment to submit their bids in [36]. 
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2.7 Reverse English Auction 

 
Definition: Reverse English auction is a real time interaction between one 

buyer and many suppliers. The suppliers bid at the lowest price that is ready 

for an item to be sold. The auction is ended when the duration time is 

complete. At the end of the auction, the bidder with the lowest bid will have 

awarded the business. 

 

 

Overview:  
This auction is the most common type. Protocol of this type of auction is the 

same with forward English auction except it works with one buyer and 

multiple suppliers. The auction will cease when only one bidder remains or 

when the auction duration is complete. Finally the lowest bidder is granted 

the item or service. In this type of auction only single items can be sold [28]. 

 

 

Example: The buyer would purchase 10 items, opening price is $25 per 

item, and the bid decrement is $5. 

Supplier A bids $25 per item for 10 items. 

Supplier B bids $20 per items for 10 items 

Supplier C bids $15 per items for 10 items  

Supplier D bids $10 per items for 10 items  

The Winner will be supplier D. 

 

Advantage: 
 Buyer has a choice to award the business to another bidder. In other 

words, not always is the lowest bid guaranteed to win automatically. 

[12][29].  

 The buyer may be interested on other factors to select his/her product 

for instance location, quality etc. [29].  

 

 
Disadvantage: 

 This type of auction is provided for all suppliers’ feedback about 

other bids that have affected the suppliers’ decision if they are willing 

to continue to bid. [31]    

 English Auction has suffered from a deadline effect when suppliers 

wait till the very last moment to submit their bids in [36]. 
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2.8 Reverse Vickrey Auction 
 

Definition: Reverse vickrey auction is a sealed bid model where the bidders 

have no knowledge of each other’s bid. Multiple identical items are usually 

sold. All bidders submit sealed bids all at once. At the end of the auction the 

winner will have sold the price to the second lowest bid.  

 
Overview: 
This type of auction shares the same structure as a second price sealed bid, 

except works only with multiple items. Business is awarded to the lowest 

bidder, but the buyer will have bought the second bid price.   

 

Example: 
Bidder A offered bid at $12. 

Bidder B offered bid at $15.  

Bidder C offered bid at $20. 

The Buyer would purchase from Supplier A at price $15. 

 

 

 
Advantage: 

 The buyer will get an honest value of bids from all suppliers –without 

false-name value- this type of strategy is called “dominate strategy 

incentive compatible”. Each supplier will want to get a better 

outcome for their business [32] [33]. 

 

 
Disadvantage: 

 The price of product will be higher than the price of the reverse first 

sealed-bid auction. 
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2.9 The First price auction 
 

Definition: The first price auction only works with a single item. Each 

supplier submits their bid without knowledge of the other bids. The contract 

is awarded to the supplier who has the lowest bid.  

 

 

Overview: 
 This type of an auction is sealed. All suppliers submit their bids only once. 

These details must be kept confidential between the buyer and the supplier. 

The buyer will select the lowest bid after reviewing the bid details. 

 

Example: 
A buyer wants to buy a single item.  

Supplier A offered it for $20. 

Supplier B offered it for $10.  

The buyer would purchase from Supplier B. 

 

 

 Advantage: 
 In the event that the reserve price is not met the buyer is not obligated 

to accept the business [8]. 

 
 Disadvantage:  

 In a sealed-bid auction the buyer will get the last price which is not 

always guaranteed to be the best price. 
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2.10 The Second price auction 

 
Definition: In the second price auction only single items can be bought. 

Bidders simultaneously submit their sealed bids. At the end of the auction the 

winner will sell at second lowest price. 

 

 

 

Overview:  
Second price auction has the same properties as Vickery auction with similar 

price attributes. However the separating factor is that only one single item 

can be bought in this type of auction, suppliers submit their bids secretly. The 

price of the bids are concealed from all suppliers even from the buyer, but the 

only ranked bid is revealed to help him decide who is the winner [34]. 

 
 

Example: 
A buyer wants to buy a single item. 

Supplier A offered it for $30.  

Supplier B offered it for $20. 

Supplier C offered it for $10.  

The buyer would buy from Supplier C with price $20. 

 
 
Advantage: 
 Suppliers have incentive to tell the true value of the service or product 

[35].  
 

 

 
Disadvantage: 

 The buyer pays the second lowest price of goods. 
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2.11 Classification of Reverse Auction (AT): 
 
Several Reverse Auction classifications have been suggested in a few articles, 

I follow (Ching-Chung.K, Pamela.R & Richard.E 2004). They suggested 

three keys to classify electronic auctions as shown below: 

- The first attribute is the bid availability which means the bid value is 

available to all bidders during the auction time. 

- The second attribute is termination criterion when considering the 

auction is near the end. 

- Finally, the last attribute is winner criterion to decide who is awarded 

the business contract. 

- The others classification factors are added - single or multiple items 

are traded.  

 

 

 

Reverse Auction 

Types 

Single 

items 

Multiple 

items 

Bid 

Availability 

Termination 

criteria 

Winner 

Criteria 

Dutch  X X X To reach 

reserve price 

First bidder is the 

winner 

Japanese X  X Only one 

winner remains 

Last bid 

Yankee  X X Specific time Bids in ascending 

order 

English  X - X Specific time Lowest bid 

Vickrey - X  - Specific time  Second Lowest-bid 

First-price Sealed X - - Specific time First lowest bid 

Second-price Sealed X - - Specific time Second Lowest-bid 
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3. Method 

 

This chapter is focused on method descriptions, and how it is assisted to 

answer the scientific research questions. Under the method description 

section there will be explanations to the practical approach to the reverse 

auction.  

 

3.1 Scientific Approach  

There are two significant approaches that can be used to accomplish the 

objective in the study. These two approaches are inductive and deductive 

reasoning. The inductive method is called top-down which means starting 

from general information to more specific. The deductive method is 

informally down-top, which means it is started from a more specific subject 

to more general. The type of data is qualitative, none measurable data.  

The data is collected by using an observation method from primary, 

secondary and tritely resources. Search engine Google is most commonly 

used. 

 The steps that I followed to achieve the study are: 

 Study and understand online auction in general. 

 Collecting information from different resource- observe. 

 Defining problem area and formulating a hypothesis.  

 Analyze the data and break it down. 

 Draw the final conclusion. 

 Testing the hypothesis. 

 Implementation a prototype. 

 Documentation. 

  

The scientific method has been used to build a prototype Model –view –

control in order to make this implementation easy to modify and reuse for 

future research.   
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4. Implementation 

To build and design the Reverse Auction prototype is a complicated task, 

especially with limited availability of reverse auction data and literature. I 

had to create my own model to serve and facilitate the objective of the study.     

The main target of the prototype is how to design a small model which 

incorporates both types of sealed and open reverse auction simulating how it 

works from a buyer’s perspective. This section describes my experience with 

designing an online reverse auction. 

4.1 Online Reverse Auction: 

There are two primary types of reverse auctions such as open and sealed. 

Each one has different patterns for open auction which includes Dutch 

auction, Japanese auction, Yankee auction and English auction. On the other 

hand Vickrey auction is a sealed auction such as sealed first and second bid 

pricing. English auction is the most well-known model of reverse auction. In 

other words it is also known as descending open price auction. This prototype 

will represent two models of the reverse auction such as English auction from 

open type and second price from a sealed type. 

4.2 Open Auction parameters: 

 Start price: Open auction has two commence values maximum and 

minimum, due to different mechanisms of bidding auction. 

- English, Yankee and Japanese auctions starts with the maximal 

amount value and then drives the price downward, except the Dutch 

auction which starts from the minimal amount value and drives the 

price upward. 

 Reserve price: the minimum price that buyers are ready to purchase 

the item at. 

 Bid decrement/increment: the minimal value to decrease or increase 

the next bid. 

4.3 Form of bidding: 

 Open bid: all bidders can see each other’s bids. 

 Sealed Bid: the bid form is concealed and all bidders submit a bid just 

once. 

4.4 Database: 

Auction Table: Each auction is identified by a unique ID and is stores 

information about each auction including auction name, auction type, start 

price, reserve price, items, quantity and state. The state attribute refers to 

whether it is an active auction or deactivated auction.  
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Picture 6 

 

User: Each user participates in a specific auction usually saved in this table 

and is identified by a unique number. The other information is stored about 

each user including name, email, and password. 

Bid: In this table information is stored on all bidders bid history, each bid is 

identified by a unique ID including Auction ID and user ID. Each bid 

includes information about the price and time. 

4.5 Use Case Description: 

Buyer: 

1- Register new Auction in setting page. 

2- Invite participants. 

3- Conduct Auction. 

4- Get the final result of auction. 

Seller in open type: 

1- Login into homepage  

2- Place a bid till the end of auction 

3- Get feedback about other bids 

Seller in sealed type: 

1- Login into home page  

2- Place a secret bid just one time. 

3- Get feedback if he/she was the winner  
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4.6 Components Model-Controller-View: 

The purpose of building a prototype is to improve and reuse the code for 

future research. The most important component in this prototype is a 

MODEL package which includes important classes, database and rules. 

 

4.6.1 View package:  
Includes GUI for buyer to obtain the information about auction setting, 

conducting the auction, supplier’s bids and final result.  

 

4.6.2 Controller package: 
To facilitate and transport the information between model and view without 

any dependency. 

 

4.6.3 Model package: 
Save data, decides which type of rules will be followed by the suppliers. It 

includes database, rules, Auction user, Bid history, and others important 

classes. 
 Auction: this class is to create an Auction object with its necessary 

setting as shown below: 

public Auction(int AuctionID , String AuctionName,String Auctiontype, int 

startprice , int amount , int ReservePrice  , String product, int quantity,int state){ 

 this.AuctionID = AuctionID; 

 this.AuctionName = AuctionName; 

 this.StartPrice = startprice;  

 this.amount = amount; 

 this.reservePrice = ReservePrice; 

 this.product = product; 

 this.auctiontype = Auctiontype; 

 this.quantity =quantity; 

 this.state =state; 

 System.out.println("auctgion"+product);} 

 BidHistory: to create an object that is valid, received bids from 

suppliers. 

     public BidHistory(int BidID,int UserID,int Bid,int AuctionID ,String newTime){ 

  this.BidID = BidID; 

  this.UserID=UserID; 

  this.bid=Bid; 

  this.ttime= newTime;} 

 User: this class is to create suppliers object with user ID, name, 

password. 

public User(int BidderID , String name, String Email ,String pwd){ 

  _UserId= BidderID; 

  _name=name; 

  _Email=Email;_pwd=pwd;} 
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Model. DB 

            Model DB has two important classes: 

 Driver Class is to create a drive connection type h2 database. 

 Data Service class helps to access database and has several important 

functions. 

public DataService() { 

try{ 

connection = model.DB.MyDriver.getConnection(); 

if(connection != null) 

{mystate = connection.createStatement();}  

}catch(Exception e){e.printStackTrace();}} 
 

 Initialization(): Saving Auction setting such as the start price, reserve 

price, decrement or in increment amount, type of auction, and name 

of auction. 

String insert = "insert into AuctionTable "+"(AuctionID,AuctionName, 

AuctionType, startprice," 

  + "amount,reservePrice, items,quantity,state)" 

  +"values ('"+Auction.getAuctionId()+"', 

'"+Auction.GetAuctionName()+"', '"+Auction.GetAuctionType()+"', 

'"+Auction.GetStartprice()+"', '"+Auction.GetAmount()+"', 

'"+Auction.GetReservePrice()+"', '"+Auction.getProduct()+"', 

'"+Auction.getquantity()+"', '"+Auction.Getstate()+"')"; 

mystate.executeUpdate(insert); 

 

 Login(): To check the supplier’s identity and facilitate the 

participation in the auction.  

String insert = "insert into USER "+"(userID, Name, Email,password)" 

+"values('"+adduser.get_UserId()+"','"+adduser.get_name()+"', 

'"+adduser.get_Email()+"', '"+adduser.get_pwd()+"')"; 

mystate.executeUpdate(insert); 

 

 Registration(): To register a new user or supplier to participate in an 

auction progress. 

String insert = "insert into USER "+"(userID, Name, Email,password)" 

+"values('"+adduser.get_UserId()+"','"+adduser.get_name()+"', 

'"+adduser.get_Email()+"','"+adduser.get_pwd()+"')"; 

mystate.executeUpdate(insert); 

 

 Submit(): Saving all valid bids that is submitted by suppliers with user 

ID, auction ID, Bid ID, including bid value and time of submitting. 

String insert = "insert into Bid "+"(BidID,userID,AuctionID,timestamp ,Price)" 

+"values('"+UserBid.GetBidID()+"','"+UserBid.getUserID()+"', 

'"+UserBid.getAuctionID()+"', '"+UserBid.GetTime()+"', '"+UserBid.getBid()+"')"; 

mystate.executeUpdate(insert); 
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Model Rules 
        This package includes two interfaces and two abstracts classes: 

Open interface: It has all common attributes that is shared between all open 

Auction types such as:  

 Changing Bid: To send the current bid value. 

 Expire(): To check if the time of auction has expired . 

 Is Reserve Price: This function returns Boolean value if the auction 

bids have received reserve price, which buyers cannot purchase with 

this price. 

 Start: This function is to set a timer on when the auction starts. 

 Submit:This function is to check the bid validity if the bid is 

acceptable it will save it on Array, if not it will discard it. 

 Winner Declaration: Is to decide who is winning the auction business 

according to the auction winner criterion. 

 

public interface IOpen { 

 public model.BidHistory Winnerdeclaration(); 

 public int ChangeCurrentBid(); 

 public boolean start(); 

 public boolean Submit(model.BidHistory newbid); 

    public boolean Expire(); 

    public boolean IsReservePrice(); 

} 

 

ISealed interface: 

 It has all common attributes that is shared between all sealed auction types. 

Phase1(): Received all bids from suppliers just one time. 

Phase2():Is to declare the winner to the buyer. 

 

public interface ISealed { 

public void Phase1(ArrayList<model.BidHistory> bidSubmissition); 

public int phase2();} 

 

OpenWinner abstract class:  
This abstract class has three selections, winner criteria for open auction 

 GetLowestWinner(): To return the lowest bid price in the Yankee and 

Japanese Auction. 

 ManualSelection(): To select the winner according to another 

specification on items in the English Auction 
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 FirstBidder():  To return first bids in the Dutch Auction. 

protected model.BidHistory firstbidder(ArrayList<model.BidHistory> bidder){ 

if(bidder.size()!=0){ 

return bidder.get(1);} 

 return null;}  

protected model.BidHistory GetLowesttWinner(ArrayList<model.BidHistory> 

bidder){ 

return bidder.get(bidder.size()-1);//last one is the lowest} 

protected model.BidHistory ManualSelection(ArrayList<model.BidHistory> bidder 

, int bidID){ 

return bidder.get(bidID);} 

protectedArrayList<model.BidHistory> 

FinalLowestBidders(ArrayList<model.BidHistory> bidder){ 

ArrayList<model.BidHistory> LowestBids = new ArrayList<model.BidHistory>(); 

if(bidder.size()>0){ 

LowestBids.add(bidder.get(0)); 

for( int i = 0 ; i<bidder.size() ; i++){ 

 boolean found= fals 

for( int m = 0 ; m<LowestBids.size() ; m++){ 

if(bidder.get(i).getUserID()==LowestBids.get(m).getUserID()){ 

found= true; }} 

if(found==false){ 

LowestBids.add(bidder.get(i));}}} 

return LowestBids;} 
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SealedWinner abstract class 
 Includes two important functions to declare the winner with the ranked price 

which are: 

 GetLowestBid(): To select the lowest bids. 

 GetSecondpice: To select the second lowest price and send the winner 

user ID to the buyer.  

protected BidHistory GetSecondLowestBid(ArrayList<model.BidHistory> bidderList) { 

model.BidHistory lowestBid = new model.BidHistory(); 

model.BidHistory secondlowestBid = new model.BidHistory(); 

lowestBid = bidderList.get(0); 

for( int i = 1 ; i<bidderList.size(); i++){ 

if(lowestBid.getBid()>bidderList.get(i).getBid()){ 

secondlowestBid = lowestBid; 

lowestBid = bidderList.get(i);}} 

return secondlowestBid;} 

protected BidHistory GetLowestBid(ArrayList<model.BidHistory> bidderList){ 

model.BidHistory lowestBid = new model.BidHistory(); 

lowestBid = bidderList.get(0); 

for( int i = 1 ; i<bidderList.size(); i++){ 

if(lowestBid.getBid()>bidderList.get(i).getBid()){ 

lowestBid = bidderList.get(i);}} 

return lowestBid;} 
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 Model.Rule.Types 
It has seven types of auctions, which include four open type and three sealed 

type. However I will focus only on the English Auction and sealed second 

price. 

  
English Auction: 
Public class EnglishAuction extends model.Rules.OpenWinner implements 

model.Rules.IOpen{ 

private model.Auction auc; 

private ArrayList<model.BidHistory> Bids; 

private int currentBid; 

private long StartTime; 

private long CurrentTime; 

private long AuctionTime; 

private int winnerNumber; 

public EnglishAuction(Auction newAuction , long AuctionTime) { 

this.auc=new model.Auction(newAuction); 

currentBid = auc.GetStartprice(); this.AuctionTime=AuctionTime; 

Bids = new ArrayList<model.BidHistory>();} 

public ArrayList<model.BidHistory> LowestBidsList(){ 

return FinalLowestBidders(Bids);} 

public BidHistory Winnerdeclaration() { 

return  null} 

public boolean start() { 

StartTime= System.currentTimeMillis(); 

return true;} 

public boolean IsReservePrice(){ 

return currentBid-auc.GetAmount() >auc.GetReservePrice(); }  

public boolean Submit(model.BidHistory newbid){ 

if(this.currentBid-auc.GetAmount()==newbid.getBid() ){currentBid = newbid.getBid(); 

CurrentTime = System.currentTimeMillis(); 

Bids.add(newbid); 

return true;} 

return false;} 

public int ChangeCurrentBid() { 

return currentBid;} 

public boolean Expire() { 

return (((CurrentTime -StartTime)/1000) < AuctionTime);}} 
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Second sealed Auction: 
private ArrayList<model.BidHistory> bids; 

public SecondSealed(){ 

bids = new ArrayList<model.BidHistory>();} 

public void Phase1(ArrayList<model.BidHistory> bidSubmissition) { 

bids=bidSubmissition;} 

public int phase2() { 

model.BidHistory bidder = new model.BidHistory(); 

bidder= GetSecondLowestBid(bids); 

return bidder.getUserID();} 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 7 

UML diagrams for Reverse Auction application.  
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5.  Results 

Reverse auction is an electronic auction type were several suppliers compete 

between each other to sell a service or product. The contract business will 

awarded to a winner supplier according to the winner selection criteria. 

Reverse auction has two different strategies to lead the auction progress – 

sealed and open bidding. 

 

The sealed bid is an auction process where all bidders submit their bid 

simultaneously and secretly just one time to the auction server. Suppliers do 

not have knowledge about other bidder’s price. The final result will only 

reveal to the buyer and the winning supplier.  The common types of reverse 

sealed-bid auctions are: 

1- Sealed first price sealed bid.  

2- Second price sealed bid. 

3- Vickrey auction. 

 

The open-bid auction is the second bid type in the reverse auction also known 

as a Real-time auction were all bidders submit their bids. Each bidder 

receives feedback on the bids from other suppliers. The final result will be 

revealed to all suppliers and the buyer. The best known types of open-bid 

reverse auction are:  

1- Dutch auction.  

2- Yankee Auction.  

3- Japanese Auction. 

4- English Auction. 

 

The result of this study is presented in classification ORA keys attributes. 

The first one is the termination criteria or timing when the auction has ended. 

Time is very important aspect in auction design, it has essential effect on 

bidder’s act and behave. The second aspect is the criteria for determining the 

winning supplier. This attribute is the heart of reverse auction helps the 

purchasing company to estimate which kind auction will give them better 

revenue and service.  

 Specific Time and lowest bid 

There are three type of auctions that terminate at a specific time and offer the 

buyer to buy product or service at the lowest price offered by a supplier. 

These types of auctions are more common and favorable from buyer side 

because suppliers have opportunity to place a new bid at last very moment 

before ending auction. These auction are: 

- English Auction. 

- Yankee Auction 

- Sealed-bid Auction. 
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 Specific time with second lowest bid  

Vickrey Auction, Sealed Second price is terminated on specific time also. 

The buyer buys a product or service in second lowest price that is offered by 

a suppliers. This type of auction is more favorable from supplier’s side and 

encourage them being involved in the auction process.  

 

 One Seller Remains and Last Bidder is the Winner  

Japanese auction ends when only one supplier is left in the auction and the 

buyer pays the price submitted by last bidder. This type of auction is more 

easy and simple for both side buyers and suppliers.  

 

 Specific time with highest bid  

 Dutch auction is terminated on specific time or by the first placed bid by any 

supplier. The buyers company buys a product or service in higher price than 

other types of auction. 

 

The table in the picture below presents a comparison of the most common 

types reverse auctions, how to terminate the auction and how to determine the 

winner. 

 

 
Picture 8 
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6. Analysis 

Reverse Auction is used as a procurement tool to help companies to obtain a 

better pricing, time reduction and a broader supply base. Some people have 

been recommended to start using a Reverse auction but without having full 

knowledge about it. Some buyers have had misconception about the reverse 

auction mechanisms.  

In order to commence a successful business for the buyers, it is important to 

understand why it is implemented this model of the reverse auction. This is 

an essential before starting anything. Simply running a specific reverse 

auction type without adequate information and understanding the rules may 

lead the buyer company to failure. The crucial benefit of Reverse auction is 

not only to obtain the lowest price but to gain the best contract business. 

The successful key in reverse auction business is to specify what the 

objective is behind the selection of a specific model of reverse auction. 

There are three important questions a buyer needs to pay attention to. 

1- Is the company interested in the price of the service?  

2- Is the company interested in the quality or other specifications of the 

service? 

3- Does the company want to buy single or multiple items or service? 

 

Lower pricing strategy  

Three variations of Reverse auctions help purchasers’ organizations to obtain 

the lowest price of a service regardless of the quality of service.  

 English Auction 

 Sealed first price  

 Sealed Second price 

 Japanese Auction 

English auction is one of the most common types of reverse auctions. In 

addition many e-sourcing companies recommended to buyers. It employs to 

obtain a lower pricing. The essential benefit of this auction type is the buyers 

company has a choice to award the contract business to another winning 

supplier according to the specification of his/her service. English auction is 

suffered from deadline effects which mean “sniping” strategy where suppliers 

hold their bids until very last moment. It may cause lost the opportunity to get 

lowest price to the buyer because bidders mist to submit their price at the last 

moment.  

      In case of the buyer is interested only in product price, first sealed bid 

auction and second sealed bid auction are also helps him/her to obtain lowest 

price. Japanese Auction helps also the buyer to obtain the lowest price of 

product . This type of auction works only with small number of suppliers and 

helps the buyer to finish the auction process in very short time in compare 

with other types. 
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Multiple unite mechanisms Auction    

There are several types of multiple-unite reverse auctions but I will focus 

only on the common types. Usually it is not adequate to buy all required 

services from one supplier. Therefore some companies need to run these 

types of auctions to buy from several suppliers at the same time: 

 Yankee auction 

 Vickrey auction 

 Dutch Auction 

 

Yankee auction is one of this variant, in case of the buyer is interested in 

lowest price, this kind of auction is more suitable. The buyers company buy 

from all last suppliers in order to fill their business requirement. Vickrey 

auction has a better dominate strategy than Yankee and Dutch auction 

because all competitive suppliers have incentive to tell the true price of 

products in order to win the contract business. Dutch auction will not take 

long time in compare with others type of auction.  

        Vickers and Dutch Auctions are not suffered from deadline effect as 

Yankee auction. The common attribute between these types of auctions is to 

help the buyer to obtain the price of services or product successive from 

multiple suppliers.   

 

  

 

The study shows that the most common type of ORA are English auction   

And Vickrey auctions. The English Auction gives the buyer the opportunity 

to choose a winner according to the quality of the product or service. Vickrey 

auction helps the purchaser to obtain multiple items or service from different 

vendor. I select English auction and second-sealed bid auction to implement a 

prototype and demonstrate how the online reverse auction works for both 

open and sealed bid auction.  
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7. Discussion  

 

The findings from this study show that the Reverse auction is an effective 

tool which is used in e-procurements market. The role of a buyer and seller is 

reversed. The main object of reverse auction is to decrease the price of 

service. The Reverse auction may be either sealed or open bid.  These two 

strategies are equivalent even though there are differences in the way to be 

implemented in the online market. 

 

 Reverse Sealed Auction has three dominate models which includes First 

price auction, second price auction and Vickrey auction. Reverse Open 

auction has four predominate variation including Dutch, Japanese, Yankee 

and English auction. Each one of these type of the reverse auctions has 

different components in the performance, rules of selection winner and 

termination rules. For example English auction helps buyer to obtain better 

qualities of service or product in addition to price reduction. Some others 

models give a buyer chance to obtain products from different suppliers at the 

same time for example Yankee auction, Dutch auction and Vickrey auction.  

  

Many buyers find the concept of reverse auction appealing before using it. 

After conducting the first reverse auction they had a negative experience and 

they refuse to use it again.  According to (E&L Consulting) survey many new 

buyers do not want to participate again on Reverse auction. Some known 

types of e-sourcing companies offer different types of reverse auction 

patterns with different names such as Open, Full auction, Dynamic and 

Ranked Auctions. All those auctions represent the English auction but the 

differences are only in a bid manner, which means in Open and Full auctions 

the lead bid will be available to all suppliers while in Ranked and Dynamic 

auctions all participants can see their position in the auction. 

 

  

Reverse auction becomes a trap because e-sourcing markets make these types 

of auctions very appealing for the buyer to use by focusing only on a few 

attributes. Each type of reverse auction offers various advantages and 

disadvantages and the buyer must clarify what he wants to achieve and 

understand how the different types of auction will affect the business. By 

giving the buyer a good understanding of each type of reverse auction it will 

be helpful in choosing the right type of reverse auction and the way to 

successful business contracts.. 

 

The main goal of this study was to identify all common types of reverse 

auction and compare one to another to determine when they should use by a 
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buyer. The findings show some renowned type of reverse auction with more 

details about their strength, weakness, winner selection criteria and 

termination criteria.  

The result provides basic information to the buyers about what the reverse 

auction is, which model can accommodate their business needs and how to 

get the expected result from using a specific model of reverse auction. 

.  

  

Unfortunately, previous researchers have not focused on this subject and the 

area need to be investigated deeper to find ways to encourage more beginner 

buyers to get involved in this kind of online auction.  
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